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The Danish lighting company LYFA relaunches a new collection featuring 
more than 50 di!erent pendants, wall, floor and table lamps from the enor-
mous LYFA archive of lighting designs - created by some of Denmark’s most 
talented designers.

Love and respect for the original designs
LYFA traces back to 1903 and since then, the company has made some of the 
most iconic lamps in Denmark. After closing down the business in the 90s, 
the traditional lighting company once again see the light of day. The relaunch 
is based on a passion for the timeless lamps, their signi"cant history and 
emphasis on functionality. The collection is a curated selection of lamps that 
has been chosen with great respect for the original design language, crafts-
manship, high level of detail and choice of material.

Functional design adjusted to the present times
LYFA has collaborated with some of the great Danish designers and at 
their time, LYFA gained high recognition for their innovative, stringent and 
functional approach. Among the relaunched lamps are the Peanut, Divan 
2 and #inotchka pendants who represent the diversity of LYFA in terms of 
design, expression and lighting. Key features for all the lamps are the re"ned, 
sculptural appearance and their ability to create an atmosphere and bring 
life to a room. Today, LYFA upholds the high quality and aesthetic design of 
the original work. The new lamps are carefully adjusted to the contemporary 
lifestyle while staying true to initial thoughts and sketches.

Dusting o! modern classics
The curated selection of new lamps from LYFA builds on proud Danish 
lighting traditions where form follows function. Rasmus Markholt, Design 
Director at LYFA explains that, ”With LYFA, we set the bar high and want to 
challenge the common perception of what lighting can and should do. We 
want to give some of the most beautiful Danish designs the recognition that 
they deserve and move Danish design internationally into a new era”.

The entire collection will be presented at 3daysofdesign and online at 
lyfa.com on September the 3rd and during Fall 2020, the collection will 
be displayed at selected retailers in a wide range of countries.
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